For 30 years, silicone gel breast implants were marketed to and implanted in at least one million women in the U.S. alone, damaging the health of hundreds of thousands. To many women seeking to improve their appearance, these virtually untested implants were promoted as a safe, lifelong answer to their needs. In actuality, however, they have been the cause of devastating, often irreversible health problems, making the implantation of these bags of gel one of the worst health care debacles in recent memory. Lawsuits against the manufacturers and the resulting trials have made prominent headlines and are a matter of public records, but until the publication of Silicone Spills: Breast Implants on Trial, there has never been a sophisticated and accurate presentation of the women who have had implants, why they have had them, and what has happened to them socially, medically, and legally as a result.
Silicone Spills portrays the breast implant business as a personal and social tragedy, as well as a complex legal and political controversy. Sociologist Mary White Stewart interviewed over 50 women at great length, examined questionnaires completed by 60 other women, observed pre-trial hearings and courtroom proceedings during the litigation against implant manufacturers, and read countless documents and press coverage about the cases. The fascinating and horrifying story she tells in this book, full of women's personal experiences, is a tale of corporate greed, of the commodification and medicalization of women's bodies, and of women's lack of personal and economic power. How can so many women have been damaged and failed by the very people and institutions that exist to protect them? Silicone Spills reveals that the complex answers to this question lie in our culture, in which women continue to be eager consumers of any procedures and products that seductively promise physical transformation into the desirable feminine ideal. Download Silicone Spills: Breast Implants on Trial ...pdf Read Online Silicone Spills: Breast Implants on Trial ...pdf
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From reader reviews:
Paul Otoole:
What do you concerning book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you require something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy particular person? If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you have spare time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They should answer that question since just their can do which. It said that about guide. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is suitable. Because start from on guardería until university need this kind of Silicone Spills: Breast Implants on Trial to read.
Matthew Blackburn:
Do you considered one of people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys this kind of aren't like that. This Silicone Spills: Breast Implants on Trial book is readable by you who hate the straight word style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without leaving actually decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer regarding Silicone Spills: Breast Implants on Trial content conveys thinking easily to understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it just different available as it. So , do you even now thinking Silicone Spills: Breast Implants on Trial is not loveable to be your top list reading book?
Ricardo Kiernan:
Reading a book tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of information that will give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world may share their idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire all their reader with their story or perhaps their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the books. But also they write about the ability about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors in this world always try to improve their ability in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write for their book. One of them is this Silicone Spills: Breast Implants on Trial.
Cary Freeman:
In this era globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make you to definitely understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information much easier to share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon. You will observe that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Typically the book that recommended for you is Silicone Spills: Breast Implants on Trial this e-book consist a lot of the information on the condition of this world now. This kind of book was represented how does the world has grown up. The terminology styles that writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some analysis when he makes this book. That's why this book suited all of you.
